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We're thrilled to announce Lady Houdini is 

coming back for the #2017eisf. If you saw her 

the last time she was here, you know how 

amazing her show is! 

 

Lady Houdini (Kristen Johnson) is the real deal 

- a real escapologist - who has carved out a 

great living performing her daredevil brand of 

escapes all over the world. She is fearless, 

even flirts with death, and seems to have a 

knack for taking an ordinary magic escape and 

putting her signature brand on it. Brace 

yourself as you watch the nail-

biting Water Torture Cell 

escape and the Aerial 

Straitjacket Escape - all in full 

view!  

https://www.facebook.com/LadyHoudini/
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/2017eisf


Posted: Jun 16, 2017 

Written by Adam Herbets 

LAS VEGAS (FOX5) 

  

Dixie Dooley called it a daring underwater 

escape, the likes of which have never been 

done before. The crowd watched as the locks 

around his wrist were welded shut. He was 

attached to a ball and chain, supposedly taken 

from a real prison. 

 

Still, Dooley made it look easy. He jumped 

into a pool of sharks and stingrays at the 

SeaQuest Aquarium in Las Vegas, breaking 

free within just a few seconds. 

"This type of entertainment is what makes 

Vegas great," Dooley said. "This is something 

that Houdini did ... but he never did it with 

sharks." 

 

The escape artist said he practiced the stunt in 

a pool, but never with animals around. He 

claimed all of the different variables could 

result in deadly complications. 

 

"Some of the sharks, even though they're 

small; can you imagine razor sharp teeth?" 

Dooley said. "Sting rays! You 

saw what happened to Steve 

Irwin the Crocodile Hunter with 

the sting rays ... You either escape 

or die, I've got to warn you! 

There's no in between." 

When it comes to the animals, Dooley 

should've probably taken it down a notch. The 

SeaQuest Aquarium is known for letting kids 

swim in the exact same tank with the sharks 

and stingrays.  

 

Other kids, like four-year-old Jossalyn, were a 

little scared. She 

chose to just feed 

and pet them. 

 

"I'm scared of 

being eaten from 

sharks!" she said. "I don't like being eaten." 

Jossalyn watched the escape and thought it was 

"pretty cool." 

 

Dooley wouldn't reveal how he escaped so 

quickly, but he did let FOX5 inspect his props. 

The locks were still welded shut, but the 

handcuffs themselves 

looked like they had 

plenty of space for 

Dooley to wiggle 

through. 

The magician 

demonstrated, insisting that his hands can't 

maneuver through the opening. 

"It won't fit, so you must acquit!" he joked. "I'd 

be willing to put them on you and let you try 

it!" 

 

Dooley said he plans to perform more magic 

shows at SeaQuest. He said he is also working 

on a stunt in which he 

"moves a mountain" 

and goes on a "unique 

drive" on the Las 

Vegas Strip. 



Before we start let me 

just say that I’m not an 

escape artist, I’m a family 

comedy / variety 

performer that over the 

years had done some 

escapes.  That said, I 

may be approaching the 

idea of an escape from a 

different angle than a 

pure escape artist.   

  

One of my early 

original escapes was 

having my wrists 

chained up, then being 

locked inside one the 

giant inflatable human 

sized hamster balls that the kids float on in 

a pool at the fair.  

 

For my style of performing there were two 

problems: 

1: There was no surprise: I got locked in, 

and I got out. Which is all well 

and good, but I feel this 

escape needed more.  It was 

an interesting visual that 

played big and built huge 

crowds for my show, but always felt like it 

was missing something.  It was a “he said 

he was going to get out and he did”, which if 

great if there’s a danger aspect, but with 

this escape there wasn’t. I think problem 

with this particular idea was the visual was 

cooler than the trick. 

  

2: The was no comedy:  This was 

presented as a straight escape with a lot of 

verbal jokes. One thing I learned while 

doing this was that telling someone how the 

locks and restraints are real, then having a 

lot of punchlines around that, really didn’t 

sell that they were real. In 

fact, it took away, I got the 

laughs but it took away from 

getting out of the escape. By 

the end of the season I had 

taken out most of the jokes, 

and the ending was stronger, 

but not strong enough.   



 

 

 

The other thing is from a comedy 

standpoint is that an “in and out” escape is 

easy comedy.  I heard an interview on a 

podcast with Mel Brooks and in the 

interview he says, “...go past crowd 

pleasing and into real comedy”. In my 

opinion, the “in and out” escape is crowd 

pleasing, and not real 

comedy.  Just like saying 

“The razor sharp ______ of 

death” is crowd pleasing, 

but not real comedy.  

  

You can listen to the Mel Brooks interview 

here: https://youtu.be/2gburUExUew 

  

Second:  I needed to end alone on 

stage.  I like the idea of an escape as a 

closer, so I didn’t want to deal with getting 

out and then sending people back to their 

seats. That would losing the energy of the 

crowd.   As a solo act this guideline 

eliminated many escapes that would be 

covered because I couldn’t use people 

from the audience to hold a cloth.   

 

Once I defined the two rules above, it was 
easy to then add what I want to do to that 
list:   

 
High Laughs Per 
Minute 
 
Visually Interesting 
 
Plays Big 

3: Pain to carry around:  I’m not one of 

those people whose whole show fits under 

the airline seat, however with this escape 

there was a lot of stuff to haul around. The 

inflatable ball was its own case, then the 

blower was anoth-

er.  Currently my 

whole show fits into 

one case, so this 

trick added 200% to 

what I had to carry 

around.  

  

Enough with an escape I don’t do any-

more, and get back to how I put together 

the comedy escape that I do in my show.   

  

I wanted to do a comedy escape, but I had 

some guidelines for whatever type of es-

cape I would create.  I personally find it 

easier to create things not by saying what I 

want to do, but by making a list of what I do 

not want.  

  

First:  No “in and out” escapes.  The prob-

lem with an “in and out” escape you are es-

sentially doing the same joke over and 

over. What that means is the laughs are 

going to diminish each time you do it, it will 

never be as funny as the first time.  Some 

people have figured out how to end this 

type of routine with a surprise 

like a production of something at 

the end or with a surprise like in 

Joe Monti’s thumb tie. 

https://youtu.be/2gburUExUew


 

A straitjacket is a garment shaped like a jacket with 

overlong sleeves and is typically used to restrain a 

person who may otherwise cause harm to him/herself 

or others. Once the arms are inserted into the 

straitjacket's sleeves, they are then crossed across the 

chest. The ends of the sleeves are then tied to the back 

of the wearer, ensuring that the arms are kept close to 

the chest with as little movement as possible . 

 

I then thought about most of the 

straitjacket escapes I’ve seen and most of 

them do not have the belly/side loops for 

the arms that make it harder to do.  The 

performers cut those off, or choose a 

jacket that doesn’t have them, however 

they keep the crotch strap. The only 

reason the keep the 

crotch strap (unless it’s 

an upside-down escape) 

is for the laughs, which 

is “crowd pleasing”.  

  

 

I decided to try to take a straitjacket further 

into real comedy.  I watched some 

YouTube videos of comedy straitjacket 

escapes and in the majority of them the 

comedy came from the crotch strap.  I 

thought to myself, what if I did the straight 

jacket without the crotch 

strap, where would the 

comedy be?  Where can I 

add some funny?   

Now that I have my rules, 

creating the escape got a lot 

easier.  It still wasn’t easy, but 

easier.   

  

One day I was performing in Salem, OR 

and while I was there I visited the Oregon 

State Mental Health Museum. One of the 

things they had on display was an old 

straitjacket.  The first thing I noticed was 

that it didn’t have a crotch strap.  Then I 

noticed that the little placard explaining it 

mentioned that they weren’t used to 

restrain people like handcuffs, but to keep 

them from doing things 

unconsciously that may 

harm them, like constant 

scratching.  

 

That was a eureka moment, 99% of our 

audiences aren’t aware that a straitjacket 

could have a crotch strap.  Most people 

think what makes it hard 

to get out of is the arm 

crossed and tied behind 

your back. The 

paragraph below from 

the “Straitjacket” entry 

on Wikipedia confirms 

this.  

 

https://oshmuseum.org/
https://oshmuseum.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straitjacket


A quick Google search for it 

showed me that an 

inflatable straitjacket does 

exist in the fetish community 

and what was out there 

really wouldn’t work for 

me.  However, during my search, a picture 

of an inflatable suit popped up.  The 

second I saw the inflatable suit, I thought, 

“I bet I can put a strap on the arms…”  

  

With that I started my journey into creating 

what I call the Straight Suit.  On that road, 

there were a lot of challenges, like what to 

do if batteries unexpected dislodged 

themselves or the fan dies during a 

performance.  It seemed like every time I 

solved a problem, another one came 

up.  Eventually after about 14 redesigns I 

settled on my final design.  

  

You can watch a video of the Straight Suit 

here: https://youtu.be/ivmNW0KwzsA 

  

I know what I came up with isn’t 

a legitimate escape, and 

probably isn’t something most 

people who do an escape show 

would use, but hopefully my 

path to creating this will inspire 

someone else to keep pushing comedy 

escapes past the “in and out” gags and 

crotch strap jokes. 

  

You can LIKE my facebook page at 

www.facebook.com/louiefoxxshow or drop 

me a note through my website 

www.louiefoxx.com 

How many times 

have you seen a 

chained up escape 

artist jump into the 

water carrying a ball 

and chain?  It is a 

good idea isn’t it?  A 

metal ball is very heavy, and once in the water 

the performer will have little chance of lifting it, 

therefore he must escape from the lock or 

other restraint and leave the ball on the bottom 

of the pool.  I have also seen this done with a 

concrete cinder 

block.  The EA will 

do anything to 

show the audience 

that they will 

either escapes 

from the device or drown.  This certainly could 

inspire fear in the minds of the spectators.  

Those who have never lifted the ball of a ball 

and chain will probably be thinking of a bowling 

ball, which while not so hard to lift, is certainly 

heavy enough to hold someone under water. 

Well, I hope the audience gets the idea that 

they are supposed to get.  Better yet I hope 

they are entertained by the 

Escape Artist struggling and 

narrowly avoiding an 

underwater death. Me?  I 

call bull. 

https://youtu.be/ivmNW0KwzsA
http://www.facebook.com/louiefoxxshow
http://www.louiefoxx.com


 

Can we solve this problem?  

Sure; easy really.  As the 

Escape Artist walks to the 

pool, have two or three 

people carrying the ball and look like they are 

struggling with it.  After the stunt, leave the 

weight in the pool to be lifted easily away by 

one person later after the audience has gone 

away. 

The original ball of ball and chain fame 

weighed about 20 pounds.  The main goal was 

to restrict walking.  A prisoner dragging the 

ball walked slowly with a limp and risked not 

only the noise of the chain, but 

the ball getting stuck on 

something.  If he picked it up to 

carry it, the chain was short 

enough to force him to walk 

bent over carrying a 20 pound weight.  It was 

never designed to keep him in one spot. 

The ball you use might weigh as little as four 

or five pounds, but why should the audience 

know that?  For a nasty trick, get one made 

out of Lead.  Paint it to match your five pound 

ball.  Let the audience come by to examine it 

beforehand.  A lead ball of that size will weigh 

close to 80 pounds.  Some might lift it, but it 

will sure sell the escape 

won’t it?  Then swap 

out for the light weight 

one before the stunt. 

Am I completely off 

base?  Does the audience not care about the 

weight of a device you hope they believe will 

keep you trapped?  What do you think? 

 

The bottom line is that if the escape artist 

walked to the edge of the pool carrying the 

thing, they can just as easily walk away carrying 

it.  Some will argue that the water makes it 

harder.  Actually that is exactly wrong.  Oh the 

initial lift from the ground will require a little 

more effort to lift as you must move the water 

above out of the way, but once any water is 

under the ball, 

brick etc.,  

buoyancy force  

kicks in; small 

thought it will 

be, it is there.  

Now the weight 

seems less than before, at least till it is out of 

the water.  Now for the first lift, the deeper you 

go, the more water pressure is exerted from 

above and the harder that first lift will be.  As 

long as you are less than 20 feet underwater, 

the force of the water pressure can be ignored, 

you won’t feel it.  At least not in a measurable 

way. 



You may well ponder on the 

not inconsiderable task of 

wondering what exactly 

occult escapology is: 

considerable because it simply 

did not exist until very 

recently. But at least you have 

the advantage that the person writing this is its 

creator: its founder S Rob. I am also quite 

aware that as this is a magazine for 

escapologists that many will 

immediately imagine that 

occult escapology must be 

more escapology than 

occultism: best described as 

real magick. But this of course 

ignores the fact that most occultists will assume 

that it is more occult than escape. But in fact, 

no such contradiction exists because it is fully 

both with the only real understanding needed 

that occult escapology is escapology within an 

occult ritual. But this does not mean that occult 

escapology cannot be for entertainment, but it 

does mean that it does not have to be. Occult 

escapology as an idea was something I came up 

with last year: but was unsure how to proceed. 

But I am glad to say that the first time it was 

seen by anyone was done 

for an online show called 

the World Magick 

Movement, and in fact 

alongside myself on the 

show are two bizarrists.  

But here is where the differences becomes 

apparent, because I am a professional author by 

career: I write books on the occult for a living 

and at the time of writing have written over 280 

books on the occult: more than anyone else in 

the English language.  

This means that when I awake every day I am in 

fact S Rob, both the author and the creator of 

occult escapology: and everything I do is real 

occultism and I do not take on any character to 

do what I do I am just me. But this show has the 

first occult escapology seen by anyone: it can 

now be seen, as a separate video too: and used 

as part of a ritual to free souls within Hell: no, I 

am not kidding. 

For the ritual, I was 

placed in Russian 

Federation police 

handcuffs, and 

thumbcuffs. However, this had the added 

complication that these items were to represent 

the bonds those had within Hell, and so if I did 

not get out it could have meant that I would 

have been damned to the same fate when dead: 

or even possibly right there and then, even 

dragged in or perhaps more likely die right there 

and then and go to Hell in spirit.  

But this was done by summoning the devil 

named Leviathan who is thought by many to be 

the gateway of Hell: The Hell Mouth literally 

being the mouth of Leviathan. In fact, I used 

Leviathan to open the gates of Hell so that 

communication into Hell was possible: 

necessary for the ritual. However, I escaped in 

full view of both the handcuffs and the 

thumbcuffs so releasing those within Hell of 

their bonds.  



This is the part of The 

Chainletter where the 

editor begs for you to 

give him some 

material to 

publish.  No 

idea what to write?   

Well, How about… 

Your first escape. 

How did you learn to escape?          

 Your creative process. 

Your last escape.       

Who is your hero? Why? 

What makes a good escape.          

Your escape bio.     

An escape you saw on TV. 

An escape you saw live. 

Anything escape related. 

 

But what is interesting now is how this subject, 

proceeds. Of course, as a highly prolific author 

this is not the first time I have created a subject 

and I have also created humanic possession: a 

method whereby a person can possess a devil, 

puppet occultism, occult balloonology: 

voodoo, satanic and other types: and now 

occult escapology and of course many more 

things. But one thing I do know is that with the 

release of a book on occult 

escapology: “Occult 

escapology thumb tie 

magick”, that it will have 

both those more from an escapology 

background, and from an occult background 

within it. This means that at first this entirely 

new subject will have those using escapes such 

as the thumb tie, and those using more 

advanced escapology. But it does mean that 

there are now options for both sets of people 

which did not exist before. However,  I also 

know that when anything new is created it 

always seems to fall on the creator to bring the 

art forward: at least at first: and so, it seems I 

will need to keep advancing occult escapology 

ever forward into new ground.   

 
E-BOOK LINK 
https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-
Tie-Magick-ebook/dp/B071XKFBWV/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-
1&keywords=occult+escapology 

 
PAPERBACK LINK 
https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-
Tie-Magick/dp/1548167304/ref=sr_1_2?
ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-
2&keywords=occult+escapology 

https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-Tie-Magick-ebook/dp/B071XKFBWV/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-1&keywords=occult+escapology
https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-Tie-Magick-ebook/dp/B071XKFBWV/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-1&keywords=occult+escapology
https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-Tie-Magick-ebook/dp/B071XKFBWV/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-1&keywords=occult+escapology
https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-Tie-Magick-ebook/dp/B071XKFBWV/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-1&keywords=occult+escapology
https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-Tie-Magick/dp/1548167304/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-2&keywords=occult+escapology
https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-Tie-Magick/dp/1548167304/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-2&keywords=occult+escapology
https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-Tie-Magick/dp/1548167304/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-2&keywords=occult+escapology
https://www.amazon.com/Occult-Escapology-Thumb-Tie-Magick/dp/1548167304/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1497799025&sr=8-2&keywords=occult+escapology


Game moving to final design. 

Backed by Society of 

American Magicians who will 

be on money and Box.  

(Posted by Houdini Museum) 

 

We are in the final 

development of the 

game and in contact 

with our 

manufacturer on a 

weekly basis with 

final details. All is 

good and well. The 

SAM-Society of American Magicians are 

also backing the game and will have their 

logo on the money and on the box as well. 

This is very exciting. 

Had hoped to get the Magic 

Castle involved, but have not 

heard back from them.  

 

We are still making a 

few sales on http://

HoudiniOpoly.com and 

a few perks are still 

available. If we find 

time we may send a 

list, but are happy to 

go with what we have. 

Again thank you all for your support for this 

historic and collectable item. 

This fall we expect to launch another 

Kickstarter project for the coming year. We 

have several ideas in 

mind.  

Also may do a "go fund 

me on" a different 

historic project. Will keep 

you all posted. 
 

- Dick Brookz and Dorothy Dietrich.  

www.houdini.org 

http://HoudiniOpoly.com
http://HoudiniOpoly.com

